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1. INTRODUCTION 
For the abstract dissipative wave equation 
in Hilbert space, where A is a self-adjoint operator and b is a positive constant, 
define the energy at time t to be 
E(t) = 1’ u’(t)l12 + 11 Au(t)ll2, 
where ’ - d/dt. It is easy to obtain the lower bound 
E(t) > E(O) czbt 
directly from the equation. However, if A > a1 and a > b/2, then we shall 
establish a sharper result, namely, that 
y-‘E(0) e bt < E(t) < YE(O) e+ 
holds for all t > 0 and some (explicitly computable) constant y = y(a, b) > 1. 
Analogous results hold if b is replaced by a self-adjoint operator B which 
commutes with A. 
Let K(t) = ;I ~‘(t)11~ and P(t) = I/ Au(t)l12 d enote, respectively, the kinetic 
and potential energies at time t. Equipartition of energy theorems (of the form 
lim,,,(K(t)/P(t)) = 1 for all nonzero solutions of (1)) are known under certain 
conditions on A when b = 0. (See [2, 3, 61.) We shall prove a weak form of 
equipartition of energy; viz., 
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for all nonzero solutions of (1) under certain assumptions on A. For more general 
results on equipartition of energy, see [4]. 
Finally, in the noncommutative case, we show how earlier results of Barston [I] 
imply exponential decay. Barston’s results, however, do not provide lower 
bounds. 
2. THE SIMPLEST CASE: AN ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Let ’ = d/dt, t > 0, and consider a (possibly complex) solution y of the equa- 
tion 
y”(t) + by’(t) + a2y(t) = 0, 
where a and b are positive constants. Let 
(2) 
K(t) = I Y’(W, w = I @Y(t,Y> E(t) = K(t) + P(t). 
Then 
E’(t) = 2 Re(y’y”) + 2a2 Re(yT) = -2bK(t), 
which, since E > K, gives the trivial lower bound 
E(t) 3 E(0) czbf. 
LEMMA 1. If 2a > 6, then 
y-lE(0) cbt < E(t) < yE(0) eat 
for a22 t 3 0, where y = (1 i b/2a)( 1 - b/2+1. 
Proof. Let 
Then 
E(t) = E(f) + Re(kv(t) y’(t)). 
I?‘(t) = E’(t) + b I y’(t)/” + Re(by(t)y”(t)) = -b&t); 
consequently 
E(t) = B(0) ecbt. 
The connection between E and I? is as follows: 
I? -= z2 + a2 + Wk$/ y 1”) 
E 22 I a2 
I 
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where z = / y’/ y I. If we define 
F&.(z) = (2 + a2 & bz)(z2 + d-1, 
it follows that 
and calculus gives 
rnjnF_(z) = 1 - b/2a, mz=F+(z) = 1 + 6/2a. 
The lemma now follows easily. i 
Remark. Note that y > 1 and y + 1 as b ---f 0. 
3. DISSIPATIVE WAVE EQUATIONS 
Let A, B be commuting self-adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space X, 
and consider the differential equation 
u”(t) + Bu’(t) + Pu(t) = 0 (3) 
for u: [0, oo) --+ Z%?. We assume 
(4) 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B be commuting self-adjoint operators on S satisfying 
(4). Then fey any solution u of (3) and any t > 0, 
$E(O) edt < E(t) < y,E(O) emBot, 
where y0 = (1 + /3,/201)( 1 - /3,/201)-~. If B = PI, then this reduces to 
y-lE(0) e-Bt < E(t) < yE(0) e-5t 
for all t > 0 where y = (1 + p/201)(1 - /I/2&)-l. 
Proof. By a standard form of the spectral theorem, there is a measure space 
(Q, CL) and a unitary operator I/: *% + L2(Q, CL) such that UAU--I, UBU-1 
are, respectively, the operators of multiplication by u(.): 52 -+ [(Y, co] and 
6( .): Q + [&, , /3r]. Strictly speaking one thinks of a and b as equivalence classes, 
or as being determined only up to modification on a p-null set. We choose 
particular representatives, also denoted by a and 6, which are everywhere defined 
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and real-valued. Fix x ES;! and consider the associated ordinary differential 
equation 
y”(t, x) + b(x)y’(t, x) $- a(xyy(t, x) = 0. (5) 
Here, as before, ’ = d/dt. The solutions of (3) are obtained as follows. To get 
the unique solution of (3) satisfying the initial conditions u(0) = us , u’(0) = ur , 
let r+(.) = UU, , j = 0, 1 and let y(t, X) be the solution (as a function oft) of (5) 
with initial values ~(0, X) = o,,(x), ~‘(0, X) = ~~(3). Then u(t) = U-ly(t, x) is 
the desired solution of (3). (The data u ,, , ui must be suitably restricted for u to be 
a twice continuously differentiable solution. It suffices to assume that u0 and uI 
are in the domains of A2 and A, respectively.) 
Fix x and define, for the solution of (5), the kinetic, potential, and total 
energies to be 
K(f, 4 = I y’(t, x)/2, P(t, x) = a(y)2 / y(t, x)/2, qt, x) = qt, x) + qt, x) 
at time f. For L E {K, P, E} let 
L(t) = j/&x) /W). 
Now, Lemma 1 implies 
where 
y-l(x) E(0, x) e-b(“)t < E(t, x) < y(x) E(0, x) e-b(e)t, 
Y(X) = (I + 44/24q)(l - 4qq+-1. 
Also, 
z,p Y(X) < (1 + P&4(1 - PIP4 = Yo > 
and /3, < b(x) ,( /3, . It follows from integrating (6) and using (7) that 
y,lE(O) ee81t < E(t) < yoE(0) eeBot 
for every solution of (6). 1 
(6) 
(7) 
Remark. The trivial lower bound E(t) 3 E(0) ep2slt is valid without all the 
assumptions of (4) and in particular holds even when p1 >, 201. 
4. GENERALIZED EQUIPARTITION OF ENERGY 
If A is a self-adjoint operator on S? and if u is a solution of 
u”(t) + A%(t) = 0, (8) 
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let 
K(t) = II U’(t)li2, P(t) = I’ A4W, E(t) = K(t) + P(t). 
Then E(t) E E does not depend on t; and 
$2 K(t) = F+t P(t) = E/2 (9) 
for all solutions of (8) if and only if 
Kz (eitAg, g) = 0 for all g E X. (10) 
(Cf. [2, 31.) Condition (10) holds if A is (spectrally) absolutely continuous, and 
(10) implies that A is (spectrally) continuous, i.e., has no eigenvalues. Equivalent 
to (9) is 
hi K(t)/P(t) = I (11) 
for nonzero solutions u of (8). Our next result is that a weakened form of this 
holds for the dissipative wave equation when B is a scalar. 
THEOREM 2. Let A 3 d be absolutely continuous and B = /3I for some 
positive /? < 2~r. Then for each nonxero solution of (3) 
Proof. We shall actually prove more, viz., we shall study K/P under the 
assumptions of (4) with A and B commuting. Let w(t) = e%(t), where u is 
a nonzero solution of (3) and C = B/2. Then it is straightforward to check that 
w”(t) + (A2 + B2)w(t) = 0. 
Thus, if we assume D = (A2 + B2)lj2 is absolutely continuous and we define 
Kit) = II +)112, Pdt) = I/ Dwl”, 
then lim,,, K,(t)/P,(t) = 1 by (11). (Note that if A is absolutely continuous and 
B = PI, as in the hypotheses of Theorem, then D is automatically absolutely 
continuous.) Under the general assumptions of (4), we have 
A2 < A2 + C2 = D2 < A2 + p2”I < (A + ,921)2, 
where p2 = ,&/2. Consequently 
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by the Heinz inequality. (See [5, p. 2921.) Since 
P,(t) = /j Dv(t)l12 = I/ ectc Du(t)l12, 
setting & = /3,,/2, we conclude that 
e-BzfP(t)1i2 < Pv(t)li2 < e-s3t(P(t)1/2 + /I3 11 u(t)ll) 
< ec5sf( 1 + &/a) P(t)1/2, 
and consequently 
ec61tP(t) < PJt) < (1 + p,/2a)2 e+OtP(t). 
Moreover, 
and so 
Next 
K,(t) = ii v’(t)ll” = II ectc(u’(t) - Cu(t))l12, 
Kv(t)li2 < e-ts$K(t)1/2 + (f9,/2a) P(t)lj2>, 
K,(t)1/2 2 e-fs2(K(t)1/2 - (/?,/2) P(t)“/“). 
K(t) Ii2 ( 1 - P(t) < -&- + etBs ($#-)1’2 by (14) 
by (12). In particular, for /I,, = & = /3, 
since Ku/P, + 1 by (11). Similarly using (12) and (13) yields 
K(t) t-1 P(t) 
and for p,, = p1 = fi, 
which completes the proof. 1 
Remark. Since for 0 < h: < I, x + (1 + x)-l < 3/2, (15) implies 
(W 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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5. DECAY WHEN A AND B Do NOT COMMUTE 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B be self-adjoint operators satisfying A > J and 
/$,I < B < &I, where cy > 0, &, > 0. Let 0 = /3,/2 if /31 < 2a, and let (T = 
2-l min{& , /$ - (PI2 - 4a2)lj2) zf & > 201. Finally let 6 = ~2 - up1 + 012 3 0. 
For u a solution of (3) set 
Then 
E,, = 11 cm(O) + u’(O)I/~ + /[(A2 + a21 - ~B)~/~u(O)lj~. 
for all t > 0, where 
II u(t)ll < C(t) e-ut 
C(t) = (WE&* ay s>o, 
= II u(O)lI + tE;j2 if 6=0. 
Proof. For u a solution of (3), let w(t) = e%(t). Then 
w”(t) + Blw’(t) + A12zu(t) = 0, 
where Bl = B - 2xI and A,2 = A2 + x21- xB. If x < /$,/2, then B, > 0. We 
want to choose x SO that A2 + x21 - xB 2 0; this will justify the notation A,2 
where A, is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator. Since 
A2 + x21 - xB > (c? + x2 - xpl)I 
this reduces to finding the largest x < &/2 such that oz2 + x2 - x/Jr > 0. 
Clearly, if /3r < 2cr, this quadratic is nonnegative for all x, and we choose 
x = /3,/Z. On the other hand, if ,!I1 > 201, then cy2 + x2 - x& 2 0 for x < x0 , 
the smaller root of the quadratic. An elementary calculation gives x0 = 
2-1(/31 - (fir - 401~)l/~). Consequently we may take x = 0. 
The energy at time t for the solution w is defined to be 
Ko(t) = II ~‘(t)ll~ + II 4wU(t)l12. 
Note that E,(O) = E, as defined in the statement of the theorem. The results of 
Barston [1, Theorem I] imply that for all t 3 0, 
if 6 > 0, while 
jj w(t)\12 < S-lEW(0) 
II w(t)ll < II w(O)ll + t-%(W’” 
if 6 = 0. Using these two inequalities, together with E,(O) = E,, and u(t) = 
e-otw(t), we arrive at the conclusions of the theorem. 1 
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COROLLARY 1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold, and let u be a three times 
continuously diflerentiable solution of (3). Then 
Ii u’(t)11 < C(t) e-Ot 
for all t 3 0, and if also A is bounded, 
E(t) < C(t)2(1 + j/ A 11”) eP20t 
for all t > 0. 
Proof. First of all, (3) is well posed, and by spectral theory u is an n times 
continuously differentiable solution of (3) if and only if u(0) E Dam(P) and 
u’(0) E Dom(A+t) for n >, 2. Thus if u is a three times continuously differen- 
tiable solution of (3) then u’ is a solution of (3) and so by Theorem 3, 
II u’(t)11 < C(t) e-of 
for all t 3 0, where C(t) is as in Theorem 3. If, also, A is bounded, then 
I! AWlI G Ii A II II W G II A II C(t) e-Ot. 
The corollary now follows easily. n 
Remark. If A and B commute, we also have the lower bound given in 
Section 3. 
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